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Lighting Techniques for Photographing Model Portfolios: Strategies for Digital PhotographersAmherst Media, 2009

	
		Ifirst met Billy Pegram when he was shooting fashion in Seattle and I was
	
		the new agent on the block. We developed a synergistic relationship. He
	
		introduced me to clients; I had him shoot the models I represented. I have
	
		now known him for nearly three decades. During this time, we have learned
	
		from each other and...
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Anti-Money Laundering in a Nutshell: Awareness and Compliance for Financial Personnel and Business ManagersApress, 2015

	Anti–Money Laundering in a Nutshellis a concise, accessible, and practical guide to compliance with anti–money laundering law for financial professionals, corporate investigators, business managers, and all personnel of financial institutions who are required, under penalty of hefty fines, to get anti–money...
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Information Retrieval and Mining in Distributed Environments (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	At DART'09, held in conjunction with the 2009 IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Web Intelligence (WI 2009) and Intelligent Agent Technology (IAT 2009) in Milan (Italy), practitioners and researchers working on pervasive and intelligent access to web services and distributed information retrieval met to compare their work ad...
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A Programmer's Introduction to PHP 4.0Apress, 2000
No matter what language you are familiar with, this book will benefit you. Beginning with a rapid introduction to PHP's syntax and basic functionality, you will swiftly understand PHP. The book then steers you toward advanced issues, like PHP's role in database manipulation, sessions, and user interactivity. 

Author W.J. Gilmore also...
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Agents and Computational Autonomy: Potential, Risks, and Solutions (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book originates from the First International Workshop on Computational Autonomy -Potential, Risks, Solutions, AUTONOMY 2003, held in Melbourne, Australia in July 2003 as part of AAMAS 2003. In addition to 7 revised selected workshop papers, the volume editors solicited 14 invited papers by leading researchers in the area.
The workshop...
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Human Retroviral Infections: Immunological and Therapeutic ControlSpringer, 2000


	The mechanisms of disease production by infectious agents are presently

	the focus of an unprecedented flowering of studies. The field has undoubtedly

	received impetus from the considerable advances recently made in the

	understanding of the structure, biochemistry, and biology of viruses, bacteria,

	fungi, and other parasites....
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Renewable Energy Governance: Complexities and Challenges (Lecture Notes in Energy)Springer, 2013

	This book focuses on Renewable Energy (RE) governance - the institutions, plans, policies and stakeholders that are involved in RE implementation - and the complexities and challenges associated with this much discussed energy area. Whilst RE technologies have advanced and become cheaper, governance schemes rarely support those technologies...
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Multidetector-Row CT Angiography (Medical Radiology / Diagnostic Imaging)Springer, 2004

	Multidetector-row CT has dramatically improved the results of computed tomography in all clinical applications, but its beneficial impact has been most striking in vascular imaging. The simplicity of acquisition and the wide availability of equipment make this modality especially suitable for routine clinical application. In this book the...
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Computer-Aided Design of User Interfaces IV: Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Computer-Aided Design of User Interfaces CADUI '2004Springer, 2005
Computer-Aided Design of User Interfaces IV gathers the latest research of experts, research teams and leading organisations involved in computer-aided design of user interactive applications supported by software, with specific attention for platform-independent user interfaces and context-sensitive or aware applications. This...
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Autonomous Bidding Agents: Strategies and Lessons from the Trading Agent CompetitionMIT Press, 2007

	E-commerce increasingly provides opportunities for autonomous bidding agents: computer programs that bid in electronic markets without direct human intervention. Automated bidding strategies for an auction of a single good with a known valuation are fairly straightforward; designing strategies for simultaneous auctions with interdependent...
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Implementing Application Frameworks: Object-Oriented Frameworks at WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	This book is for anyone who wants to implement large-scale software reuse through
	object-oriented (00) application frameworks. Its purpose is to help the reader understand
	one of the hottest technologies related to software reuse-frameworks-and provide
	guidelines for making decisions about this technology. Decision makers such as...
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Spirulina in Human Nutrition and HealthCRC Press, 2007

	Astonishingly rich in nutrients, Spirulina is one of the most popular and well researched functional foods in the multi-billion dollar global food supplement market. This ancient species provides readily bioavailable protein along with carotenoids, essential fatty acids, vitamins, and minerals and has therapeutic applications in...
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